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a literary agency for authors and illustrators 
as well as a packager. 
We are specialised in children’s books.
The publishing world is more than a place 
where we just work, all of us are involved 
to the point of it becoming a lifestyle. 
In our offices we love the books 
we represent, because in doing so we wear 
all the images they embody. They are 
our choice before becoming the choice 
of people who will buy them at the bookshop. 
This is the children’s Book Factory 
art manifesto.

THE 
CHILDREN’S 
BOOK 
FACTORY is ...

re you looking for a packager? 

We are proud to present tCbF’s exClusive artists 
and samples oF their artWork.
FolloWing their oWn style our illustrators are able 
to develop quality editorial projeCts together With the Client.

re you looking for an artist? pag. 4

re you looking for a book? 

We WelCome and develop 
projeCts We Consider 
speCial by authors 
and illustrators With 
a Feeling For the needs 
oF the international 
market in various genres, 
Formats and Contents: 
board books, aCtivity 
books, non-FiCtion ...
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dominika lipnieWska 
is a polish illustrator and designer with a passion for books, print and character design. since 
graduating from Central saint martin’s College of art and design and the Cambridge school of 
art, she has been working as a freelance illustrator, published books with tate publishing, led 
workshops for kids, drawing events and worked as a lecturer at Central st martin’s. her style 
is characterised by the use of bold geometric shapes and lines that often create a busy pattern. 
she takes her inspiration from vintage design, books, toys and people she comes across every 
day. dominika lives and works in london, which she considers an endless source of inspiration. 
selected clients: tate publishing, tate gallery, button books, uniqlo, pepsi, graou magazine, 
trzy czte ry magazine, polish Cultural institute. 

Dominika Lipniewska  for IN THE CITY  © Button Books  Dominika Lipniewska  for IN THE CITY  © Button Books  

Dominika Lipniewska  for IN THE CITY  © Button Books  
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Dominika Lipniewska  for IN THE CITY  © Button Books  

Dominika Lipniewska  for IN THE CITY  © Button Books  

© Dominika Lipniewska  The queue
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elena baboni 
is a restorer, an illustrator, a painter, an art-lover. she has also been working as editor and 
art-director in children’s book publishing for many years. she is sure that one of the best ways 
to create books for children is by staying with them, reading and making workshops, as she has 
been doing for more than twenty years.
today she is the creative director for the Children’s book Factory, following the Factory’s au-
thors, illustrators and their beautiful projects. 

Affiche  Ass. Mogli Medici MN © Elena Baboni

Unpublished © Elena Baboni

Elena Baboni for 
Educational Books
© Giunti/del borgo© Elena Baboni Blue poppy © 
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ninamasina
real name anna masina, after a degree in Cultural anthropology and a diploma in 
Cinematography, she worked for a video production company during the day, while taking 
drawing and hand-printing technique classes in the evening. 
she was a video maker for about four years before deciding to devote herself solely to ink, 
pencils and paper. by experimenting with different kinds of visual language, she finally 
discovered her own.
now she works as a freelance illustrator with international publishers, drawing and designing 
books and children’s books, covers and illustrations. her books have been published in italy, 
France, portugal, mexico, brazil and korea. at last, at the beginning of 2014  she set up her 
own little self-publishing label called red boots, to print and publish some of her picture book 
projects.
her work often spills over the margins of the page, and she creates puppets, toys and surface 
designs. she also works with theatre companies in scenography, puppetry and live painting.
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ROSSO CUORE, © Einaudi Ragazzi

Ninamasina for QUESTA NOTTE HA NEVICATO © Topipittori

Ninamasina for IL VIAGGIO DI CAM © Carthusia

Unpublished © Ninamasina
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daniele Catalli
is an artist, an illustrator, a designer as well as being a set designer. he has collaborated with 
publishers, writers, video artists, musicians, recording artists and performers, creating 
images, installations, scenography, performances, disc covers and sleeves, posters, engravings 
and illustrated books. 
he has already published “the battle of the frogs and mice” with amaterra and ippocampo.

unpublished © Daniele Catalli for CARMILLA (LE STANZE SEGRETE) 

Daniele Catalli for © ART RARITIES, Rome

Daniele Catalli for LE MILLE E UNA NOTTE  for © Teatro Espace, Torino

Daniele Catalli for A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM ©  DFRGPress London, 2014 unpublished  © Daniele Catalli, HISTORY OF ROME
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unpublished © Daniele Catalli 
for APOLIDE FESTIVAL

Daniele Catalli for SENZA TESTA © Print about me, 2013



Daniele Catalli for THROUGH THE WOODs  © DFRGPress London, 2015
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unpublished  © Daniele Catalli, HISTORY OF ROME

unpublished © Daniele Catalli for CARMILLA (LE STANZE SEGRETE) 

Daniele Catalli for Maison Auclert, Paris
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tuta
was founded in 2016 by alice lotti and patrizio anastasi, an italian graphic designer and 
illustrator duo. their work encompasses various fields within visual communication and 

children’s illustrations, from graphic design to wall painting.
Constantly looking for clear and functional visual solutions, their work features linear 
compositions and bright colours which find expression in a visual language midway between 
abstract and figurative.
they have taken part in italian and international exhibitions and their illustrated books have 
been published in italy, France, the united states, spain, brazil and lithuania.  they believe 
in the value of teaching, and organize workshops for adults and children. since 2016 they 
have been teaching the design and basic design course at the european institute of design 
in turin.
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© Tuta Carachter
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BOOKSboard

What happens when many people live closely together in a 
building? What can we discover about our neighbours? What 
relationships can we build with them?

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

publisher:

dominika lipniewska
dominika lipniewska
20 board pages
18 cm x 18 cm
gallimard jeunesse (France), kiZm education group 
(korea), editorial hueders limitada (Chile)

themes
feelings, relationships, neighbours, living with others.

Neighbours
they are all different, some of them happy, others a little grouchy, some quiet, some noisy, some mysterious 
while others would like to know everything. in the end, none of them are alike and what’s good is that we can 
meet them all and even become friends with our neighbours.
a small boardbook with a fresh and sophisticated design, all the while staying simple without embellish-
ments, showing young ones the importance of recognising others, starting with their own neighbours.

from 3 to 6 years

Learning to develop relationships with others and to be 
attentive to them is very important, especially if it’s done in a 
gentle way.

from 3 to 6 years

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

publisher:

dominika lipniewska
dominika lipniewska
20 board pages
18 cm x 18 cm
gallimard jeunesse (France), kiZm education group 
(korea), editorial hueders limitada (Chile)

themes
feelings, relationships, living with others, meetings.

how to be Nice?
What can we do to be nice? it’s very easy and this boardbook demonstrates it well, with the help of simple 
and beautiful illustrations which are immediately understood as images of kindness. this work presents 
everyday situations that every child can identify with: we are nice when lending a helping hand, sharing, 
remembering an important date, giving flowers or chocolates and so on and so forth. however, as the author 
emphasizes: “everything starts with you”, you who are reading this book.
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BOOKSboard

Learn opposites with lots of imagination

from 3 to 6 years

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

tuta
tuta
20 board pages
21 cm x 28 cm

themes
opposites, imagination, special suits

sPeciAL outFits
the dressing-up game – a different outfit each time gives us special powers to help face whatever lies ahead. 
it becomes a fun way for small children to develop their language by exploring the world of opposites.

A picture dictionary to learn many words… all the things 
you can put in a bag!

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

tuta
tuta
24 board pages
19 cm x 24 cm

themes
picture dictionary, places, objects.

iN the bAg
a book listing all the different types of bags, each of which has a special shape and use depending on the 
place we’re going.

from 3 to 6 years
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BOOKSboard

from 3 to 6 years

This is a book about kids discovering their bodies. Learning 
becomes easy and kids can have great fun.

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size :

Carolina d’angelo
Francesca assirelli
18  board pages
18 cm x 18 cm

themes
body, hand, animals, discovery of the body.

FiVe FiNgers
Finley is a boy who starts asking himself why he has five fingers on each hand. Why does Finely have five fin-
gers? and not four like mice or three like sloths or two like crabs or none but handy hooves like horses in the 
meadow. Why is it like that? Finley meets all of these animals by asking them what they can do with their 
less than five fingers in life. only at the end, Finley meets gorillas and discovers that he can hold things with 
his five fingers and, especially, his mummy’s and daddy’s hand!

iN the series:
BARNEY’S BELLY BUTTON 
the main character is a young boy named barney. during bath time, barney 
has discovered something fascinating about his body: his belly button. he 
sees that mommy has a belly button too and wants to learn if his sister also 
has one...

To use this book you will need – a passionate reader, two 
hands with moving fingers and thumbs, a nose to sniff, a 
mouth to speak, a pillow, a sharp eye, some smart moves, a 
head to think, imagination and dreams. Have fun!

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

elena baboni
elena baboni
24 board pages
20 cm x 20 cm

themes
imagination, observation, movement, time.

Just rAiNiNg?
it’s incredible to see how a boring rainy day can turn into an adventure discovering colors and smells, throu-
gh a rainbow and a flowery field, flying between fireworks and clouds, until the moment the house appears, 
the bedroom, and then the bed, warm and comfortable.
While reading, the child is invited to play through body movements, moving ahead in the story with fantasy.

from 3 to 6 years
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This is one of the most important topics for a child starting 
to observe the world.

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

dominika lipniewska
dominika lipniewska
32 colour pages
22  cm x 25 cm

themes
growing up, observation, changes, feelings.

eVerYthiNg is chANgiNg
Change can feel very scary. it can make us angry and it can make us think that things were better before. 
but that’s ok… it takes a while to learn that change is a part of life. all we can do is to observe it and try to 
enjoy it. or wait for it topass…

from 3 to 6 years

Each family is different from another 
and this is really normal!

from 3 to 6 years

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

dominika lipniewska
dominika lipniewska
32 colour pages
22  cm x 25 cm

themes
family, diversity, feelings, belonging.

we Are FAmiLY
the possible combinations to imagine for a family are endless and reality will always surprise us. Families 
are diverse and this is a wonderful thing!
the book tells it lightly and naturally, and after a gallery of possible scenarios, the child is invited to descri-
be his/her own family.
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Can drawing tears, in addition to being a sort of 
exercise in style, also become a way of distracting a 
child who is crying?        

text: 
illustrations:

pages:
size:

vittoria Facchini
vittoria Facchini
96 colour, hardcover 
17 cm x 23 cm

themes
tears, handbook, feelings.

mANuAL oF teArs
When an author like vittoria Facchini amuses herself exploring a theme under all its guises, there can only come of it 
an extensive catalog of forms that adorn the specific theme, here, tears. We offer it as a practical guide in which each 
can find their own. this manual could equally be suggested to children experiencing a crying fit: flipping its pages in 

search of their own tears, we are convinced that this game will distract them to the point that they stop crying.

This is a playful book between a creator of texts - one of 
Italy’s greatest poets for children - and a creator of images, 
known for her strong iconic irony.

from 3 to 99 years

text: 
illustrations:

pages:
size:

roberto piumini
vittoria Facchini
72 colour pages, hardcover 
23 cm x 18,5 cm

themes
heaviness, lightness, friendship, poetry.

FeAther, FeAther Dusters AND cArriers
What happens when two great authors decide to meet and to play with words and images? Feathers and 
carriers, words light as a feather, that become very heavy when they are numerous, carriers capable of 
lifting and moving very heavy stuff... things can transform themselves, as piumini says, with light and 
colourful ideas, and which the illustrator vittoria Facchini interprets magnificently.  
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We know that blue poppies don’t exist, or at least 
that nobody has ever seen one. But if one day one were 
to grow? It would be the occasion to write a beautiful 
story about a tender friendship!   

text: 
illustrations:

pages:
size:

elena baboni
elena baboni
32 colour, hardcover 
31 cm x 23 cm

themes
friendship, relationships, identity, colour, blue, feelings.

the bLue PoPPY
in a small village there lives a little man who loves all the possible shades of the colour blue. in his garden one day, a 
blue poppy starts growing and everyone stops talking to him, thinking that it’s a bit too strange and that he’s perhaps 
slightly too original. only agnese, quite a singular character, will know how to form a link with this man and the 
happiness of this friendship will lead to a veritable festival of the colour blue!

from 5 to 99 years

The representation we sometimes have of our own bodies, 
moving like a mean shadow, can be problematic. How then 
can we put this shadow back in its place and consider its true 
worth?      

text: 
illustrations:

pages:
size:

publisher:

janna Carioli 
vittoria Facchini
48 pages, hardcover 
24 cm x 34 cm
fatatrac, italy.

themes
the body, growing up, feelings, relationships, friendship, eating disor-
ders.

You Are mAgNiFiceNt
one morning like many others, lea is walking to school when she notices a shadow following her on the pavement. 
it is tall, slim, magnificent. lea stops to admire it. “i would like to become like you”, she says to it. the shadow lifts 
its shoulders, indifferent: “it’s not difficult”, it replies. out of that will come a whirlwind of meetings and dialogues 
between lea and her shadow, which sometimes appears long and slender, other times short and round. lea looks 
to imitate it and her shadow advises her as to what she should eat: flying kites, firefly light and other wild things so 
as to become slim, or otherwise, hills, spoons of mayonnaise, iron rails and walls to become big and fat.through this 
alternating of forms and sizes, lea openly expresses her uneasiness with her body. this feeling will disappear during 
the final event, thanks to the help of her group of friends who will show her all their affection, making lea understand 
that she doesn’t need to become anything other than herself.
the suggestive lines and strokes of vittoria Facchini, whose work with strong themes has already distinguished her, 
rest upon the original narration of the shadow and its changes, thanks to the dream-like text of janna Carioli, an 
italian author who has already enchanted readers and who has a talent for delicately relating certain problems met 
with more and more often, even among young children: troubles with food and resulting eating disorders, followed by 
the theme of accepting one’s body in a society that promulgates impossible and artificial notions of beauty.

from 3 to 6 years
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A nap-time story. Every type of sleep corresponds 
to an animal before getting to the sleep of a child.

from 3 to 6 years

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

mario onnis
mario onnis
40 colour pages, hardcover 
18 cm x 26.5 cm 

themes
animals, night-time, sleep, good night.

sLeeP
What does sleep look like? and how many kinds of sleep exist? a picture book illustrated simply with 
delicate images that present sleep by comparing it, page after page, to an animal. Floating lightly in the sky, 
like a red fish; hopping and with a moustache, as illustrated by the rabbit; and when sleep is deep, it’s quite 
round, as shown by the hippopotamus. plus many other “animals of sleep”!
a way of helping kids fall asleep, while learning to recognize different animals, through the magic of 
language and illustrations which help them to associate a concrete image to a particular state of sleep.

Blues come in two: the sea and the sky. Which one was born 
first? A modern story that recounts the genesis of these two 
spectacular elements, based on many legends.

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

alessandro riccioni
monica hernandez
32 colour pages, hardcover
34 cm x 24 cm

themes
the sea, blue, legends, feelings, gifts

bLue AND bLue
“some say that the sea is the mirror of the sky, others say that the sea and the sky are brother and sister. 
but nobody knows exactly what links these two blues”. the queen of the sea, in the depths of her kingdom, 
is moping around because of a desire that she can’t quite put into words, a melancholy that even the 
mermaids’ singing isn’t capable of curing. one summer night, she decides to go to the surface of the water to 
propose a pact with the king of the sky: for him to be able to listen to the mermaids singing, so enchanting 
and dream-like, in exchange for the most beautiful gems of the world, the stars. the king accepts this 
exchange of gifts, but asks for a kiss to conclude the agreement.
a modern fable that poetically recounts the strong link between the sky and the sea, inviting us to see the 
horizon as their luminous kiss.

4 years & up
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« Are we going to play?  » 
« Play what?  »
« Looking closely at what is far. »

from 3 to 6 years

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

publisher:

alice keller
maki hasegawa
32 colour pages, hardcover
20,5 cm x 25,5 cm
kira kira (italy), anhui Children’s publishing 
house (China).

themes

past and present, family, the importance of the cycle of life, 

fantastical traveling.

iN the bee’s house 
it could just be one of those days when a little girl goes to her grandmother’s house, waiting for her mother 
to come pick her up, but this day is the occasion of a special trip for the little girl. she is seized by a magical 
universe, playing to understand what is close and what is far, as much in space as in time. she starts 
following a flying bee, then pursues it unhesitatingly, to the point of becoming small enough to enter a 
beehive and discover first-hand the life and organisation of these precious insects, until her mother comes 
to pick her up.
a simple and poetic picture book that highlights the feelings of a little girl, a book that received the support 
of greenpeace in italy, for the attention brought to the world of bees, strongly threatened by pesticides, to 
the point that the environmental association is leading a special project devoted to their protection.

The story of a young girl that writes stories.           

from 3 to 99 years

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

alice keller
maki hasegawa
48 colour pages, hardcover 
20,5 cm x 25,5 cm

themes
japan, ainu culture and population, childhood, school, 
writing, ethnic minorities.

Yukie AND the beAr
Finely woven tissues, fleeting words spoken but not recorded, animal voices, the owl, a wolf, a hare, frogs, 
the fox, a bear. We are in an ainu village in northern japan.
this is the story of yukie, an ainu girl, young, intelligent, strong-minded and passionate who, traveling a 
path of languages, sounds and signs, succeeds in transcribing the spoken sounds of the ainu people into a 
written language, so as to transmit and preserve the traditional stories and songs of her culture.
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A picture book containing four original stories as well as 
the descriptions of movements to execute while playing, 
inventing and feeling good thanks to yoga starting 
in childhood                  

from 3 to 99 years

text:
under the direction of: 

illustrations:
pages:

size:

sofia gallo and Camilla guillaume
Camilla guillaume
elena baboni
40 colour pages, hardcover 
23 cm x 31 cm

themes
yoga, the body, practice, yoga positions, psycho-physical ba-
lance, breathing, fables, animals, adventure, feelings, nature, 
environment.

YogADVeNtures
a gift-set made up of a book of four original stories that use common names taken from yoga positions to 
develop the story (the boat, the bridge, the frog, the mountain…) ; these positions are more amply detailed at 
the end of each section
yogadventures is more than a gallery of the numerous existing yoga positions. it is rather a veritable tool 
designed to help do yoga correctly, while having fun. the positions are presented in a logical order, whether 
it be throughout the book or within each of the four stories.
Why a book about yoga for children? because yoga, which means unity, balance of the body and the spirit, is 
a very ancient art of living: the earlier we familiarise ourselves with its practice, the greater the benefits are. 
What’s more, practising yoga is easy and devoid of any form of competition and excessive physical effort.

Fear of the dark is overcome by means of poetry and 
suggestion: a series of normal things that happen when it’s 
night-time, accompanied by photos, soft as a voice that says 
“don’t be afraid”.

from 3 to 99 years

themes
night-time, the dark, fear, nocturnal life, nature, overcoming fear.

iN the DArk 
a picture book of photography, a succession of everyday still-life objects that tell what normally happens 
when everything is immersed in darkness: a mountain of clothes to represent the earth that spins, 
monochrome objects (blue, red, yellow and green) for resting colours, a branch for the breathing forest, 
an aluminium ball for the shining moon, fabric and broken glass for the birth of dreams. the list goes on, 
between realism, lyricism and suspended time, to accompany the child in an imaginary world deprived of 
light and to help get over his or her fear of the dark, with a touch of poetry.

text:
photo:

graphic design:
pages:

size:

Cinzia grimaldi
marcella Fierro
alessia Casagrande
40 colour pages, hardcover 
21 cm x 28 cm
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A kit containing four original stories as well as a 
description of the movements to execute in order 
to play, to invent and to feel good thanks to yoga 
starting in childhood.

from 3 to  99 years

text:
under the 

direction of:
illustrations:

kit:

book:
cards:

sofia gallo and Camilla guillaume

Camilla guillaume
elena baboni
23,5 cm x 23,5 cm box, 24 cards with the 
positions of yoga, a soft-bound book.
soft-bound, 32 pages, 23 cm × 23 cm.
26 cardboard cards, with an illustration 
on one side and a description of the position 
on the other.

themes
yoga, the body, practice, yoga positions, psycho-physical balance, breathing, fables, animals, adventure, feelings, natu-
re, environment.

YogADVeNtures
a gift-set made up of a book of four original stories that use common names taken from yoga 
positions to develop the story (the boat, the bridge, the frog, the mountain...) and of 24 cards of 
positions with drawings and descriptions of the movements to follow in order to play, invent and 
feel good thanks to yoga, starting from childhood.
yogadventures is more than a gallery of the numerous existing yoga positions. it is rather a 
veritable tool designed to help do yoga correctly, while having fun. the positions are presented in a 
logical order, whether it be throughout the book or within each of the four stories. Why a book about yoga for children? because yoga, which means unity, balance of the body and 

the spirit, is a very ancient art of living: the earlier we familiarise ourselves with its practice, the 
greater the benefits are. What’s more, practising yoga is easy and devoid of any form of competition 
or excessive physical effort. the cards are an excellent way of inventing news modes of playing, 
between story and yoga.
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There are so many houses, and so different, from 
one to the next ! Each of us has his or her own story. 
Here is a kit to play, between imagination and story-
telling. 

from 3 to  99 years

text:
illustrations:

kit:

book:
poster:

cards:

simonetta scala
simonetta scala
a 21.5 cm x 13.5 cm box, a soft-bound book, a poster and 
ten pre-cut cards.
64 colour pages, 21 cm x 12.5 cm
68 cm x 50 cm unfolded, 21 cm × 12.5 cm fold
10 pre-cut cardboard cards, printed in colour on one 
side.

themes 
houses, building, imagination, story-telling, awareness of the environment, recycling.

A house iN mAhAhuAL
a gift set including a book, pre-cut pieces to build a house, a large sheet of paper with instructions, 
as well as coloured cut-out boxes to make a collage or to use as backgrounds on which remaining 
scraps of other material can be stuck. building a house is not a game. or rather yes, it is. indeed it 
is perhaps by playing with the various pieces of this gift set that the most beautiful houses will see 
the light of day. houses are dreamt, built, inhabited, and the technique of collage may very well be 
of help. assemble the pre-cut coloured pieces in order to build a house that reflects you, one you 
would like to live in. imagine a story around this house and put it down on paper with drawings and 
collage, as suggested by the book. the houses that spring from the imagination of little readers will 
certainly be as beautiful as the house in mahahual !
the idea of a story based on a house made of disparate coloured pieces (recalling la Casa a 
mahahual, mexican source of inspiration for this project, representative of the houses of this 
region which were rebuilt after each typhoon, using scattered pieces found here and there) 
was born out of the sensitivity of a graphic designer passionate about photography. Wishing to 

capture this heterogenous 
beauty of mexico, these 
unpredictable blends of 
what storms leave behind, 
illustrating one’s right to 
shelter and the concept of a 
house, this wonderful work 
allows children to grasp 
these important questions, 
sometimes distant from their 
own everyday lives.
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BOOKSactivity

A dynamic book to learn to recognise shapes and to draw 
while having fun. A perfect way, through pre-graphic 
exercises, to enter into the world of writing.

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

publisher:

elena baboni
elena baboni
96 colour pages, soft-bound book
24,5 x 21 cm
erickson, italy; jangsu phoenix Fine arts pu-
blishing, China; bindi books, Catalan language.

themes
dots, lines, geometrical shapes, colouring, pre-graphism, imagination

DooDLe the shAPes
a book with a lot of activities! Children will draw, paint and learn the main geometrical shapes. they will 
need a bit of imagination and only some supplies to complete these pages. they will be encouraged not to be 
scared: they will find many examples to start drawing and have fun.
this book offers a selection of excellent pre-graphism activities for preschool age children.

from 3 to 6 years

Animals fascinate children. Why not use their shapes in fun 
pre-graphism exercises?

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

publisher:

elena baboni
elena baboni
96 colour pages, soft-bound book
24,5 x 21 cm
jangsu phoenix Fine arts publishing, China.

themes
points, lines, geometrical shapes, drawing, colouring, pre-graphism, imagination, animals, fun.

DooDLe the ANimALs
an activity book which is the follow-up to doodle the shapes, so children can continue playing, drawing, 
scribbling and colouring, this time in the company of a host of animals in order to get to know them, 
recognize them and draw them. it is equally a very useful tool to help children practise holding a pencil, 
thanks to exercises focusing on various graphic and pictorial techniques that will prepare the hand to write.

from 3 to 6 years
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BOOKSactivity

Can we record, describe and understand feelings through 
doodling and drawing?
Thanks to this book it becomes possible, in a very amusing 
way!

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

publisher:

elena baboni
elena baboni
96 colour pages, soft-bound book
24,5 x 21 cm
jangsu phoenix Fine arts publishing, China.

themes
feelings, points, lines, geometrical shapes, drawing, colouring, pre-graphism, imagination, animals, fun.

DooDLe Your FeeLiNgs
at once a sketch book, personal diary and activity book. sketch, write and draw, to express and represent 
your feelings. For younger ones, helped by their parents, this becomes an excellent exercise in pre-school.

4 years & up

When drawing and painting become fun activities that 
encourage children to turn the page to see what’s going on.

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

elena baboni
elena baboni
96 colour pages, soft-bound book
24,5 x 21 cm

themes
points, lines, geometrical shapes, drawing, colouring, pre-literacy, imagination, fun, transformation.

oNe thiNg LeADs to ANother
if you turn a sun into a flower, the light is sure to disappear and in the dark you can draw stars like little balls. 
one of these will escape from one page on to the next and run along a path... a book where, experimenting 
with graphics, drawing and painting, creating becomes a dynamic and interactive form of play, and children become 
their own bookmakers.

4 years & up
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BOOKSspecial

From a little seed, life follows its path, quite simply, but 
how? In what form? Which new tree will come to life?

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

agnese baruzzi
agnese baruzzi
26 pages with pop-ups
21 cm x  14 cm

themes
nature, life, trees, wonder, imagination, growth.

whAt grows?
this is the story of a seed... What will it become? a sprout, of course. and then?
somebody here is looking at this seed and wonders what kind of tree will grow: an oak with strong branches 
that will offer shelter to many animals? a weeping willow with flexible branches on which the snow will 
never be able to stick? a large banyan? an african baobab?... and what else? maybe the seed will be taken by 
the wind or by a little bird and will reach a far country.
maybe nobody knows what kind of sprout and then tree it will become. but one thing is sure. that small 
seed will have grown in some corner of the world, wherever it may have settled.

3 years & up

Reinterpreting a great classic to find a modern meaning.

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

daniela Catalli
daniela Catalli
60 pages with pop-ups including, cover
30 cm x  30 cm

themes
feelings, environmentalism, nature.

the mAgic FLute
mozart’s last opera, the magic Flute, tells the story of prince tamino, who is helped by the faithful 
papageno to fight the forces of evil and free his beloved pamina. While remaining faithful to the original 
story, this new version by daniele Catalli is a modern-day allegory of the clash between fossil fuels and 
renewable energy, providing food for thought about the climate crisis

3 years & up
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BOOKSnon fiction

There are really tiny animals, vertebrates and invertebrates, 
out there who are able, each day, to accomplish great things 
despite their size.

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

daniele Catalli
daniele Catalli
72 pages
18 cm x 21 cm 

themes
nature, life, science, observation.

smALL VerY stroNg ANimALs
 Life-size Animals
an illustrated picture book with a curious bestiary of the smallest animals with proven extraordinary 
capabilities, accompanied by a simple but precise description presenting them as being very powerful.
For example, fast-running mice, swift fish, jumping frogs, ants that can lift enormous weight or jumping 
spiders that can make impressive leaps, as well as octupuses, jellyfish and many others...

from 4 to 10 years

How many times have we put our noses up to observe the stars? 
Here is an atlas that will provide the secrets for recognising 
the principal constellations, with an artistic touch.

text:
illustrations:

pages:
size:

daniele Catalli
daniele Catalli
204 pages, hardcover
25,5 cm x 20 cm 

themes
myths, the sky, the stars, night, observation.

cAPtiVAteD bY the stArs
a non-fiction story about the constellations, but also a book of great artistic value owing to the delicacy of 
the illustrations that accompany it, destined for children and adults who enjoy keeping their noses in the air 
while contemplating the stars and letting themselves be carried away by the charms of the night sky. all the 
northern and southern constellations are here united, as well as their stories, often linked to the myths that 
inspired their names. For curious scientific minds, the nocturnal visibility of each constellation, according 
to the season, is specified in a way as to get an idea of the sky’s evolution throughout the year. each text is 
accompanied by an illustration that shows the composition of the stars and the underlying image linked to 
the story behind the constellation’s name.

from 7 to 10 years
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